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ABSTRACT

The paper uses a dual-currency search theoretic approach to demonstrate that it is possible to induce the acceptance of a local currency in a dollarized economy. In the model, we assume that a foreign currency is in full circulation and the government policy tool is the convertibility of the local currency to the foreign currency. We show that the economy can achieve equilibria where two monies are in circulation if the government can raise a sufficiently high probability of exchange between the two currencies.
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1. Introduction

Curtis and Waller [1] explore the coexistence of two currencies, domestic as a legal tender and foreign as an illegal one. Assume that the legal currency is always accepted, the government uses several enforcement policies to drive the illegal currency out of circulation. Dutu [2] constructs a one-country search-theoretic model of two monies with different rates of return and bargaining powers. The results show that the weakening of the domestic currency’s bargaining power can invite strong foreign currency while its lower rate of return drives out the foreign one. Lotz and Rechetateau [3] use the search-theoretic approach to determine how the government can replace an old currency with a new one. Different from the above papers, we introduce the convertibility between the two monies in the model. We want to show that the government can induce the acceptance of a local currency in an economy in which a foreign currency is fully accepted.

The purpose of the paper is to determine under which conditions a local currency can be accepted in a dollarized economy where a foreign currency is in full circulation. The policy tool of the government is to link the local currency to the fully established foreign currency by easing the convertibility between the two. Using search-theoretical approach of money, we show that the economy can achieve equilibria where two monies are in circulation if the government can raise a sufficiently high probability of exchange between the two currencies.

2. The Simple Model

The model is related to the dual-currency search-theoretic model of Kiyotaki and Wright [4]. In this model, the double coincidence of wants between a given pair of agents is ruled out; hence, there exist two\textit{ fiat} monies which play an important role as media of exchange. The economy is populated by a continuum of infinitely-lived agents with total population normalized to unity. Time is continuous. There are also a large number of consumption goods which are indivisible and non-storable, and they come in units of size one. Each agent is specialized in both consumption and production. All agents are assumed to be homogeneous in their preferences. An agent gets zero utility ($U = 0$) from consuming her own production good or not consuming any goods and she gets a positive utility ($U > 0$) from consuming a good that she likes. A type $j$ consumer consumes good $j$ and produces good $j + 1$ (modulo $N$), for $j = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ and $N \geq 3$. So, the probability that, for a given agent, a would-be trading partner can produce her desired good is $x = 1/N$ (a single coincidence of wants). The assumption is essential to rule out the double coincidence of wants. For simplicity, it is assumed that there is no labor cost of production of goods. Once consuming, an agent can enter the production process and produce another unit of consumption goods to trade in the next period.

There are two currencies in the model, local and foreign currencies which are denoted by subscripts of $L$ and $F$, respectively. Both monies are indivisible, costlessly storable and cannot be produced by any private agents. An agent stores only one unit of one type of money at a time. At the beginning of period 0, a fraction of $M$ agents is chosen at random and endowed with one unit of money each. Since there are two currencies in this economy, $m_L$ denotes a fraction of private agents who are endowed with...
a local currency and \( m_F \) denotes a fraction of private agents who are endowed with a foreign currency. So it follows that \( M = m_L + m_F \). \( m_G \) is the fraction of agents who are goods producers. Hence, at any point in time, the total population can be written as:

\[
m_G + m_L + m_F = 1
\]  

(1)

A key feature of the model is that the government has a policy tool in the exchange market. There is a fraction of money changers which are set up by the government in the market so that private agents can exchange their currency from one to another. We can think of this as the government establishes exchange booths throughout the economy or the government licenses exchange businesses which will operate in a perfectly competitive market. We assume that the exchange spread between the two currencies is zero\(^1\). That is, the two currencies are exchanged one for one with no extra cost incurred by the private agents. \( \mu \) is the fraction of money changers who hold foreign currency and exchange for local currency. \( \mu_i \) is the fraction of local currency changers. Once exchange occurs, a foreign currency changer becomes a local one and, vice versa.

We also can think of these fractions as the probabilities that a private agent can get her currency converted so \( 0 \leq \mu \leq 1 \) where \( i = L, F \). Assume that money changers do not enter the goods market, so they do not trade with the goods holders.

History of each agent is private information. Information that a good holder values a local or foreign currency is private to the money holders; therefore, currency exchanges do not take place before the matching process. On the other hand, because of the availability of instant exchange with no cost in the market, it is deemed unnecessary for a money holder to exchange his currency before the matching process. The matching process follows Poisson with constant arrival rate of \( a \).

The acceptability of currency is determined endogenously. \( \Pi \) where \( 0 \leq \Pi \leq 1 \) is probability that a random goods holder accept the foreign currency in trade and \( \pi \) represents the best response of individual goods holders to an offer of the foreign currency. \( \phi \) where \( 0 \leq \phi \leq 1 \) is probability that a random goods holder accepts the local currency in trade and \( \phi \) represent the best response of individual goods holder to an offer of the local currency. Given symmetry, the Nash equilibrium is \( \pi = \Pi \) and \( \phi = \Phi \).

The analysis focused here is restricted to steady-state equilibria where strategies and all aggregate variables are constant over time. In such equilibria, all agents are holding either one unit of money or nothing (i.e. being able to produce one unit of consumption goods), at the end of each period. Let \( V_i \) where \( i = G, L, F \) be the value functions for a goods holder, a local currency holder and a foreign currency holder, respectively, and they measure the expected present discounted value of utility from trading in the future, given the current trading position. Thus, the Bellman’s equations specifying the steady-state returns to searching are:

\[
rV_G = \alpha m_L \max_\phi (V_L - V_G)
\]

(2)

\[
rV_L = \alpha m_G \Phi (U + V_G - V_L)
\]

(3)

\[
rV_F = \alpha m_F \Pi \mu_F (U + V_G - V_F)
\]

(4)

where \( r \) is the real interest rate.

Equation (2), the expected flow return to a goods holder is equal to the sum of the surpluses (payoffs) from trade with a local currency holder or with a foreign currency holder. \( \alpha m_i \), \( i = L, F \), is the probability that the goods holder is matched with a money holder holding local or foreign currency and is able to provide her with the desired goods. The former chooses \( \phi \) and \( \pi \) optimally to maximize the payoff \( (V_L - V_G) \) or \( (V_F - V_G) \) gained from trade with the latter.

Equations (3) and (4) have a similar interpretation. The right hand sides denote the sum of surpluses from trade with a goods holder who values either local or foreign currency. Note that the money holder has no information about which currency is valued by the good holder before the meeting. The first term is the payoff from trading with a goods holder who values the currency she holds and switching from a money holder to a goods holder. The second term is the payoff from trading with a goods holder who values a different currency than the one held by a money holder; hence, the currency needs to be exchanged with probability \( \mu_i \) in the same period and then traded. The payoff \( (U + V_G - V_i) \) where \( i = L, F \) is the sum of the utility gained from consuming the desired goods and surplus from switching her position from a money holder to a goods holder.

According to the set of Equations from (2) to (4), the acceptability of both currencies will depend on the comparison of value functions of monies (\( V_i \) and \( V_F \)) with the value function of goods (\( V_G \)). If a representative goods holder expects a positive payoff from becoming a local currency holder in the next period, \( V_L > V_G \), her best response is to choose to completely accept the local currency, \( \phi = 1 \). If the negative payoff is expected, \( V_L < V_G \), then \( \phi = 0 \), i.e. the representative goods holder chooses not to accept the local currency. And, if the representative goods holder is indifferent between holding the local

\(^1\)On Nov. 19, 2010, the buy-sell spread between Cambodian riel and US dollar is 7 basis points which equivalent to 0.0017 dollar. Also, mentioned in Craig and Waller [3], the spread between Ukrainian hryvna and US dollar was 0.5 cent per dollar exchanged.
currency and remaining as a goods holder in the next period, \( V_L = V_G \), she will choose \( \phi = \Phi \) where \( 0 < \Phi < 1 \), i.e. the currency is partially accepted. The explanation is the same for foreign currency acceptability.

Now, there are potentially nine types of steady-state equilibria. Each type is characterized by a pair of the best responses of an individual goods holder to both local and foreign currencies. Confining to the purpose of this paper, we only look at the equilibria in which the foreign currency is completely accepted by the goods holder (\( \kappa = \Pi = 1 \)) which requires that \( V_F > V_G \) while the local currency acceptability may fall in either of three cases. Solving the system of Equations (2) to (4) gives the reduced-form payoffs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi V_G &= \psi \alpha \xi m_G U \\
\psi V_L &= \frac{r + \psi \alpha \xi m_G}{r + \alpha \xi m_G} \xi m_G \Gamma U \\
\psi V_F &= \frac{r + \psi \alpha \xi m_G}{r + \alpha \xi m_G} \xi m_G \Xi U
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\Gamma = \Phi + \mu \xi \Pi
\]

\[
\Xi = \Pi + \mu \xi \Phi
\]

Using Equations (5) and (7) and setting \( V_F \geq V_G \), the sufficient condition for having the foreign currency accepted in the economy is to have:\(^2\)

\[
\Pi + \mu \xi \Phi \geq \Psi
\]

When the goods holder meets with a foreign currency holder, she must decide whether to accept the currency or wait until she meets with a local currency holder and trade. From Equation (11), the left hand side is the acceptability of the foreign currency plus the probability that it can be converted into the acceptable local currency. The right hand side is the probability of waiting to meet with a local currency holder and trade; then, acquiring the desired goods, or the probability of hoping to consume a desired good in the next period and not accepting the foreign currency now. The intuition here is that the goods holder accepts the foreign currency if she expects that it will help her acquire her desired goods faster. And, if everyone completely accepts the foreign currency, exchanging it for the local one may not be needed at all (\( \mu \xi = 0 \)). Then, it follows that \( \Psi < 1 \).

Using (5) and (6), we can derive the sufficient conditions for the acceptability of the local currency (see Appendix for derivation). The three equilibria to be discussed in this paper are given in Table 1. In column (1), we provide the necessary conditions for the acceptability of a local currency and column (2) presents the symmetric Nash equilibria and the sufficient conditions are detailed in column (3). Please note that the explanation of column (1) and (2) is provided above and we will discuss the last column and government policy tool to move from an equilibrium where the local currency is not accepted to the one where it is partially or completely accepted in the economy. Under the sufficient conditions, the right side is the same term as interpreted in the condition for foreign currency acceptability and determined to be less than one (\( \Psi < 1 \)).

From Table 1, it is clear from the sufficient conditions that the government can raise the probability of exchange of a local currency into a widely accepted foreign currency to a sufficient level such that the local currency will be accepted in the economy. From the mixed strategy equilibrium (partial acceptability of local currency), the equilibrium value of the aggregate acceptability is associated with the level of convertibility of the local currency. The association between the two variables is important in determining the optimal level of convertibility that could put the local currency in circulation. If the association is very elastic, then we may see a low optimal value of \( \mu \xi \); otherwise, a high value. The intuition here is that if people have little trust in the value of the local currency, the government has to pour in big amount of a trusted foreign currency to ensure that every unit of the local currency is backed by every unit of a trusted value, hence raising the liquidity. Finally, the government can also move to the best optimal equilibrium where the local is fully accepted in the economy if \( \mu \xi \) gets so large that a representative agent can get her desired good by using either currency.

### Table 1. Characterization of symmetric nash equilibria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Necessary Conditions (1)</th>
<th>Symmetric Nash Equilibria (2)</th>
<th>Sufficient Conditions (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_L &gt; V_G )</td>
<td>( \phi = \Phi = 1 )</td>
<td>( \Phi + \mu \xi \Pi &gt; \Psi )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_L = V_G )</td>
<td>( 0 &lt; \phi = \Phi &lt; 1 )</td>
<td>( \Phi + \mu \xi \Pi = \Psi )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_L &lt; V_G )</td>
<td>( \phi = \Phi = 0 )</td>
<td>( \Phi + \mu \xi \Pi &lt; \Psi )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\Psi = \frac{\alpha \xi m_G \Phi \Gamma (r + \alpha \xi m_G \Xi) + \alpha \xi m_G \Pi \Xi (r + \alpha \xi m_G \Gamma)}{(r + \alpha \xi m_G \Gamma)(r + \alpha \xi m_G \Xi + \alpha \xi m_G \Pi) + \alpha \xi m_G \Phi (r + \alpha \xi m_G \Xi)}
\]

\(^2\)The derivation is provided in the appendix.
Therefore, in this economy, the convertibility from a local currency to a foreign currency \((\mu_t)\) is an important policy tool to move from a dollarized economy where foreign currencies are fully accepted to an economy with both local and foreign currencies.

3. Conclusions

The paper examines a fully-dollarized economy where the government tries to introduce a local currency. The model is a dual-currency theoretic approach in which one currency (foreign currency) is in full circulation. The policy instrument of the government is the probability of exchange between the local and foreign currencies. The result is that the economy can achieve equilibria where two monies are in circulation if the probability of exchange between the two currencies is sufficiently high.

The paper does not examine the case where the government is in short supply of foreign currencies. This would constrain the ability of the government to raise a sufficient high value of \(\mu_t\). Hence, the government may not be able to achieve the equilibria with two monies in circulation. However, the game theory approach such as credible announcement by the government to back the local currency can be introduced and the interaction between the government and the representative agents can be analyzed. This would go beyond the extent of this paper. Moreover, the welfare analysis is not done in this paper.
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Appendix

Subtracting Equation (5) from (7) yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
 rV_F - rV_G &= \frac{\alpha x_m G (\Pi + \mu_t \Phi) U}{r + \alpha x m G (\Pi + \mu_t \Phi)} - \Psi \alpha x m U \\
\text{Simplifying the equation further gives:} \\
V_F - V_G &= \frac{\alpha x_m U}{r + \alpha x m G (\Pi + \mu_t \Phi)} (\Pi + \mu_t \Phi - \Psi)
\end{align*}
\]

\(V_F \geq V_G\) requires that:

\[\Pi + \mu_t \Phi \geq \Psi\]  \(\text{(A3)}\)

Similarly, from Equations (5) and (6) we get,

\[
V_L - V_G = \frac{\alpha x_m U}{r + \alpha x m G (\Phi + \mu_F \Pi)} (\Phi + \mu_F \Pi - \Psi)
\]

\(V_L \geq V_G\) requires that:

\[\Phi + \mu_F \Pi \geq \Psi\]  \(\text{(A5)}\)
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